
Attention Autism - Bucket therapy 
 
Attention Autism is an intervention model designed by Gina Davies to support parents and professionals, 
aiming to develop natural and spontaneous communication through the use of visually based and highly 
motivating activities. It improves joint attention, social skills and engagement. We learn best when we work 
with enthusiasm, motivation and creativity, so have fun when trying bucket therapy at home. 
 
You can learn more about bucket therapy from the following videos: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nFYnc4xcZ6k 
https://www.autismspectrumteacher.com/attention-bucket/ 
 
Stages of Attention Autism 
The Attention Autism programme progresses through a series of stages, building on each skill level. Each 
new stage is introduced when children are ready to expand attention skills. 

 Stage 1: The Bucket - to focus attention 
A bucket is filled with engaging objects/ toys, aimed at gaining the shared attention of the group. The adult 
shows each item to children and uses simple repetitive vocabulary to comment on the various objects. 

 Stage 2: The Attention Builder 
Visually stimulating activities are shown to the group by the adult, aiming to sustain attention for a longer 
period. The activities are fun, visually engaging and can be a bit messy! 

 Stage 3:  The interactive game 
A simple game that requires turn taking at the direction of an adult.  

 Stage 4: The table activities - Shifting & Re-engaging Attention 
The adult demonstrates a simple task, children complete the task independently, and then everyone returns 
to the group to show their completed tasks. 
 
At home you can start with Stage 1 and have a go with stage 2 activities if you like.  
Please make sure you risk assess the activities you plan to do with your child first. 
 

Stage 1: The bucket/box  
 Start the session by sitting opposite your child or if you do it with your other children sit in a semi-

circle. You can use a white board to draw the bucket/box and the next activities as a pen schedule.  

 Sing a song about the bucket / box. 
eg. 'I've got something in my bucket, in my bucket, in my bucket, 
 I've got something in my bucket, I wonder what it is.' 
Or ‘We want, we want bucket’ to the tune of ‘We will rock you’. 

 Pull out one item at a time and make it seem like the most amazing thing you have ever seen - it 
could be anything with a wow factor that you find at home, anything that moves, sings, spins and 
lights up. Toys where there is a period of anticipation (eg. a jack in the box) are good too. 

 
Examples of the items you can use for your bucket/ box: singing/dancing soft toys, wind-up toys, talking 
robots, light up toys, flashing bouncy balls, spinning toys, jack in the box, slinky toys, remote control cars, 
hand puppets, party bag toys, bubbles, balloons, musical instruments, tins, magic tricks, gadgets, etc. 
 
Golden rules: 

 All focus is on the toys, adults do not prompt children to look 

 Have the bucket/ box out of children's reach so that they can't touch the toys 

 Limit your language, except for words to name the toys and actions, 'spinning', etc and a few 'wow's, 
ooohs/ahhhs' 

 Show first, then add words 

 Enjoy the toys 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nFYnc4xcZ6k
https://www.autismspectrumteacher.com/attention-bucket/


 

Stage 2: The attention builder 
Use a visually engaging and highly appealing activity that builds suspense, anticipation and has a finished 
result. 
Golden rules: 

 Use an activity that is great to watch and will hold children’s attention. 

 Use limited language, leave gaps, keep it short, but natural 

 Keep it simple 

 The setting up and packing away of the activity is an important part  

 Children are expected to watch but not touch 
 

EXAMPLES of the activities you can try at home. There’s plenty of examples of stage 2 activities on-line 
and on Attention Autism Facebook group. 

 Patterns/ trails 

 salt streaming 
Resources: tray, plastic cup with a small hole in the bottom, salt 
Spread a large sheet of black paper on the floor. Pour the salt (add some glitter if you like) into a plastic cup 
with a small hole in the bottom, saying ‘fill it up’.  Pour it into the tray. Raise up and down for different 
effects, make patterns, pause, etc. Use simple language, such as ‘stop, go, up, down, shake’.  

 syrup trails 
Resources: maple/ treacle syrup/ chocolate sauce, tray, fork/lolly sticks 
Dip a fork/ lolly stick into a choice of maple syrup and chocolate sauce and trail slowly over paper, making 
unusual patterns.  
 

 Foam activities 
Resources: 6 flower pots (3 with tape covering the holes, 3 with no tape), paint, foam 

 Foam worms: Place down 3 flowerpots with the holes covered, counting 1-3 as you put them down. 
Squirt shaving foam on top, one at a time, saying ‘shake it up, spray it on’. Choose a colour for each 
pot, naming the colours, ‘make it blue, red, etc’. Build suspense with language 'ready, steady, go' or 
do a countdown.  Lower a flower pot over the top of each one and watch the coloured foam come 
through like worms. You can also make foam worms without using any paints. 

 Foam rockets: Slam it down for a more dramatic effect – ‘launching rockets’. 

 Icecream 
Count the ‘cones’ (any small containers) as you put them out. Squirt ‘icecream’(foam) in the cones. Next, 
squirt ‘sauce’ (paint, chocolate or strawberry sauce). Use  ‘sprinkles’ (glitter or real sprinkles) over foam. 

 Make birthday cakes, use cake cases, straws for candles, sprinkles, etc. As you blow up the candles, 
one at a time, exaggerate the action and splat them up onto the tray. 

 
 Splash activities 

 Resources: food colouring, syringe, water bottles, tray 
Line up a few bottles of water. Add a few drops of food colouring, hold it up so that students can see the 
water changing colour, name the colours. Fill a syringe, hold it up high above the tray, countdown and 
release, '3,2,1, splash'. Repeat with different colours. 

 Paint squirt butterfly 
Have a cut out outline of a butterfly folded half. Have watered down paints in the cups. Use syringes to squirt 
paint. Fold a non-decorated half of paper on top of decorated side. Press down. Unfold a butterfly symmetry. 
 

 Bubble activities 

 Bubble snake maker 
Resources: plastic bottle, scissors, elastic band, flannel/ face cloth/ an old sock/ stocking, Bubble mixture 
and water 



Cut the bottom off the plastic bottle. Cover the open end of the bottle with a piece of fabric, cut it into a 
circle shape. Secure with a rubber band to keep the fabric in place. 
Home-made bubble mixture: washing up liquid, water, glycerine. Mix 3 tablespoons of washing up liquid 
with 250ml of water, add 1 tablespoon of glycerine.  Place your bubble mix into a shallow bowl/ plate. 

 
Dip the fabric in the bubble solution and give the bottle a blow.  Blowing slowly produces the longest snakes. 

 Colourful bubbles 
Resources: bowls, washing up liquid, straw, food colouring 
Prepare 3 bowls with water, washing up liquid and food colouring. Say ‘pour it in’ and name the colours as 
you set up the activity. Blow bubbles with a straw and let children watch the bubbles overflow the bowls. 
You can also place a sheet of paper over the soap foam and hold it down. Lift the paper to discover soap 
foam printing.                                                 
 ALTERNATIVE: Resources: food processor, food colouring, washing up liquid, water, tray 
Put some washing up liquid, food colouring and water into the food processor, turn it on and blend it 
together until it fills up the entire container. Then take it out of the food processor and drop it onto the tray.  
 

 Fizzy experiments 

 Rainbow/ corals/ flowers/ etc. - Jelly and vinegar scented eruptions  
Resources: jelly, vinegar/ lemon, baking soda, cup cake baking tray 
Put some baking soda into each cup cake section of the baking tray, ‘shake, shake’. Add different coloured 
jellies, name the colours. Add vinegar or squirt lemon and let children watch the colourful eruptions.  

 Lemonade Fountain  
Resources: tray, lemonade bottle, food colouring.  
Open lemonade bottle and pour some food colouring inside, watch it swirl down. Pour in another colour and 
watch them mix. Put the lid back on firmly, shake well. Do a count down and open the bottle to make a 
lemonade fountain. 
 

 Sensory bottles 

 Lava lamp / ocean in a bottle 
Resources: water bottle, oil, glitter, torch 
Add food colouring to the water bottle, saying ‘pour it in’ and let the children watch the water change colour. 
Name the colour. Add oil to fill up approximately half the bottle, saying ‘pour it in’ again. Then, add glitter 
and shake, saying ‘shake, shake’. Shine the torch through the lava lamp for effect. 

 Moving Blobs 
Half fill a large clear bottle with water. Fill almost to the top with oil (use funnel). Let them separate. Add 
drops of food colouring and let them sink through the oil to mix with the water. Add pieces of fizzy tablets 
to start the coloured blobs moving through the oil. 

 
 Noisy sensory activities 

 Tapioca tunes 
Resources: tapioca/ lentils/ rice, xylophone/ drum, shot glasses, tray. 
Put the xylophone onto the tray. Fill a shot glass with tapioca, saying ‘fill it up’. Pour onto the xylophone/ 
drum. Try out fast/ slow, high/low to alter the sound. Repeat. Tip tapioca down to the bottom of the tray, 
watch it run down. Pour the tapioca back into the box, lid on.  
ALTERNATIVE: Pour lentils/rice, etc through a tube, down the drain pipe onto the drum, using language, such 
as ‘ready, steady, pour’. 

 
 

https://www.muminthemadhouse.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/bubble-snake-maker-bubbles.jpg

